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PRINT[!] THIS DOCUMENT & EXECUTE IT NOW! 

// KEEP IT, ALL-TIME. 

/ MAKE-SEVERAL [PRINTED!] 1COPIES. 

 

It has to be printed [[on_paper!]] due to an EMP-attack [[_ALL your electronics/ cars/ appliances 

/ :GONE/ forever]. 

If you would refuse to act now – it would _ALL be lost, forever. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KEEP THIS BOOK FOR YOUR-EYES[ONLY!]/ 

 

                                                                        
1 Dig them deep in the vacuum-sealed bags (special plastic bags can be used for the purpose/ but it also can be wrapped 

and sealed with a duck-tape/ -wrapped in a multiple [air-tight] bags: best, stored in many locations). 

Electronic-attachments added to the book: with it --- you burn on DVD’s as they would solely remain. 

/ Make [printed] copies of this book & original i.e. The.Luciferian.Doctrine.pdf. 
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AGREEMENT 

Book has been written to preserve the Most Important Knowledge Ever Existing [[of This Period]] 

by an Anonymous_Author. No liability is taken, as it’s done purposely for Him. 

 

AGREEMENT [of Your:part] 

As I’ve paid for this book: I’d preserve it for _myself:lonely [[for my eyes:only]! 

I understand that this [#1:one] rule serves ^my self_interest due to acknowledgment of facts: 

 Spread of information contained in this book might/ will result in my_detention & 

prosecution from the Authorities [police, psychiatric_hospitals, judges, but also would 

open me to influences of: criminals [[thugs, thieves & very probably my:friends, closest 

family and All the _rest]]. {which causes {kills} my_chances of [any-]survival due to time-

sensitivity of necessary:preparations} 

 

 I, being asked by ANYONE: will _always make them think that I prepare for the –

FOREVER:leave {perhaps abroad/ to a different country}. 

 

I will follow the rules of Agreement, because I understand why they serve me [[& my_cause, i.e. 

Agenda/ #2 --- {while, I know that} All. References made are linking directly to the original book, 

i.e.: 2The.Luciferian.Doctrine.pdf {which is: The Most Important Knowledge of –ALL.TIME}! 

 

 

 

SUMMARY/ BOOK DESCRIPTION 

THIS WORK IS TO_YOUR_EYES:ONLY/ PRINT IT NOW [!] / BURN ON DVD’s – KEEP IT 

FOR YOUR SURVIVAL. 

PLEASE **SECURE/ & PRESERVE** THIS VERSION OF FILE. 

The book features nearly _ALL basic knowledge _required for your survival. 

 Finding / Safety-measures / of: & [1] Water [All] / [2] Food [All-included] / [0] 

Psychological-Mindset to /_must/ of survival & many more for a period of the 

Next-Decade All in a budget. 

 

/ IT’S A BOOK: YOU MUST READ & IMPLEMENT TO SURVIVE. 

/ PROTECT IT. 

 

/ SECURE THE BOOK. 

 

** NOTE/ PDF underline thickness issues, if present – are a result of your reader/ i.e. replace it. 

 

                                                                        
2 Print It: now! {because you’d _requite:it} 
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Even if the author would die or be killed: He would be brought back to the World of Living due to 

Life-dedication to his_Agenda/ #2 {see chapter: #X:1}. 

 

Dedicated only to Universal Intellect from your best and servile servant soldier, ever existing. 

There is nothing so perfect to please you, so I give to You this humble piece of work to express my 

Love that is shared by you, for all the things I was able to learn, experience and receive in your 

Excellent creation. I regret for all the wrong I have done and please to Thank You for all, with the 

undertaking of the highest perfection to live up to – following the rules You have set as you have 

given me life, which the highest-prized gift that can’t be ever paid. 
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What you would do: if you were to be told right now – The World As 
You Know It (TWAYKI) is going to cease to exists due to an 
EMP(Electro.Magnetic.Pulse)-Attack caused by the detonation of the 
Atomic Bomb high in the Altitude (1 such strike causes the Whole 
Continental America/ Europe/ & All Other parts of the Globe 
[[Continents!]]): to be sent-back into 1800’ (due to the fact that we’d 
discontinued the use of tools/ machinery available in the 1900’). It is 
absolutely granted [[{switch:off-thinking} as it has 
_Already:happened in _this:timeline!]]. 

The-Survival-Knowledge contained in this _document will provide 
you with necessary {for You} to survive the period of 2016/ 2017 – up 
to 2022-2023 when the Civilization would be rebuilt [[but not perhaps 
below the 2025 till it would All_ be set:Up --- giving you Access to 
those necessary]]. 
_ 

Would you Act now or refuse & be like the rest of 70-90% population 
who would perish {in those Years} due to lack of Thinking 
preparation & their own self-limiting beliefs and false notions 
embedded by those in the Top of the Power? 
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v0.01b. FINAL VERSION / see page X: in the book 

 

! FOR-YOUR-EYES-ONLY. 

/ released & completed: 2016-03-17 (a paid-/ 1-copy.limited:document). 

 

Anonymous_Author. 
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You either prepare & execute what’s necessary or you suffer the consequences {i.e. death/ in _Agony --- 

as essence}. 

You’ve got no-time, literally to –prepare as the {events} are coming rapidly & the-temperature 

{heat} is rising very fast, NOW [as of February 2016– }. 

Therefore: -prepare {by executing protocol contained in the book} or die. 

 

 

A frog dropped into a boiling water would jump-off it, quickly. 

The same frog dropped into a water with the-temperature steadily rising: will cook itself without 

her even knowing {die}. 

{The same Applied to the Most of Humanity/} 
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WHY IT_HAPPENS/ & WHY I _MUST: EXECUTE THE PROTOCOL 

0.01.  BEGINNINGS OF UNDERSTANDING 

In order for the Humanity to survive: The World Population has to be reduced at least by the 

level of 70-90%/ & it has to be _organized in a way which would promote the Development3 of the 

Human-specie in the way to become a meaningful Important-player in the intergalactic-sphere. 

The Process started in the beginning of this Century/ 

 

{As of _recent: timeline of events/ 

4 

 

~Feb '16: [chemtrails] black goo {file: +xernt[directory]/3.3B_Agenda.anonymous_logs.pdf -> / 

CTRL+F “black goo”) 

~25 Feb: [chemtrails] gold-like particles [[visible under reflection/ i.e. angle]] 

1 March, @18:00: water is poisoned [[toxic chemical/ i.e. dry tongue [mouth] --- no.pesticides detected/ 

perhaps causes brain/body-poisoning[damage/ i.e. gets via blood-brain barrier] 

    / it's absorbed via the skin 

        / it sticks to surfaces [[vinegar tests for removing it is in-making [tomorrow, I'd see]/ 

    [[maybe it is a pesticide?/ no-evidence.] 

 

 

                                                                        
3 {A term coined as} The New World Order Agenda/ i.e. NWO. 
4 {file: +xernt[directory]/3.3B_Agenda.anonymous_logs.pdf /// -notice the :pills, :needles, “goo” in the image for a / -

picture / to what happens currently/ 2016} 
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Next (mid-2016 – / 

 

 

In essence: 

You’d be brought to your-knees in The-Chemical-Attack period before you know-it {as if you’ve 

failed to notice that -3 years back _ALL was poisoned, i.e. to name a few: clothes, bottled water & 

tap water, food {packings} with even items such as paper/ toilet.paper & All-the-rest}. 

If you refuse to make the necessary-preparations {which would be ALL-made in a budget of 
5700 EUR}: you’d [probably] / D-I-E- / like the rest of your-kind {if ignored to _implement 

this[basic]:knowledge As Exactly As It was Presented in this book}. 

The time is-ticking {no-time has barely left & it’s “Last Chance”/ literally. 

                                                                        
5 A money-amount EVERYONE/ YOU has the ability to get {in up to a 3 weeks-period: in case of those who have no-

money}. 
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Authors+note. 

 

I never care. You take it as it’s written = you succeed & / perhaps/ beyond 99.5% of population. 

Ignore everybody as they’re programs { 

 - refusal to let others let to think for themselves is the prelude to your_disaster 

} [[never reveal your_knowledge {found in this book} / never speak about .poisoning {the-Chemical-

Attack period} / never consult this knowledge with no-0ne [[leave it for yourself & NEVER let n0body 

close [even:remotely] to the Big+Picture/ i.e. Agenda/ of yours]]/. 

 

Very little explanation will be provided as the time to / “seed” / has _GONE and _now is the time 

– TO.EXECUTE. 

 

Fail to / take 61-2 weeks of vacation (from work) & prepare for the incoming will [probably] result in 

your_failure to survive {death}. 

Look only upon yourself as you – Are – The – Most – Important – In – The –World. 

/ End.  

                                                                        
6 Which is / EXACTLY / the time-required to make ALL- The.Most.Necessary.Preparations that would MAX your 

chances of survival in the next decade. 
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-1.  [NON-POISONED] WATER SUPPLY 

As of ~1st March 2016 tap/ {bottle} water is poisoned. Your head already probably hurts [[or you’ve got 

so adjusted to being chronically poisoned by now that you’ve ceased to pay-attention]]. 

 

HOW TO DETECT POISONED/ NON-POISONED SOURCES {of water/ food i.e. How to 

distinguish} 

The protocol is easy: 

 

      1. First you touch* with your non-dominative hand/ [starting] last-finger (like 

          shown in this picture {bottle plastic, first}): 

              A) You then wait 1.5-3.57 minutes to ASSESS if there exists _ANY 

                    / if there are like on the right → 

              B) Then you repeat 1) + 1A) [[execute the same, but for the Label!]]. 

        

      2. If _ALL is clear: you buy 1. 

 

      3. Then you have to consume a “viable amount” i.e. 0.3-1l [[liter]]: 

          to ASSESS if there are _ANY body:reactions [[i.e. head ‘hurting’/ 

          something ‘pumping’/ attacked (enlarged) lymph nodes/ _ANY other 

          body:reactions – sensations which shouldn’t be After Consumption/ 

 

           NAMELY: divergence. 

 

 

    * It has to be noted that this hand has to be / clean / {wash it with 10% [with a 

       sip] of non-poisoned [white] vinegar/ & pour a non-poisoned water/ 

       if it isn’t}. 

     --- 

     I’ve bought a non-poisoned bottle recently / drank it [little]] / & got [perhaps] 

     -poisoned after 20-30 minutes. Though being 70-90% sure: “If the water 

     in the tap is –poisoned: assess safely that _ALL is poisoned” {being on 

     Chlorella BIO 3.5g a dose + Horseradish BIO #1 basically the sole-one I’ve 

     eaten in my_life/ #3.95+ which burns Lyme in the eyes i.e. [literally] NOT 

     FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION {up+to: 1/4th of a mini-spoon sends you into 

     a coma}: took their toll so / you_reject / those waters (it’s a common problem 

     when you’re -ALL:poisoned (All is –poisoned so/ 

     IF UNSURE [[LESS THAN IN 100% {ABSOLUTELY!} SURE]] 

        === REJECT. 

                                                                        
7 I typically walk in the shop scouting for the new products to buy [[but Never touching them!]]. 
8 It’s just an expiry_date of the bottle as water never spoils/ they would be safe perhaps up to a 1-year after as the 

plastic would start to brake down and leak petrochemicals to the water itself [[it would be experienced {beyond that \ 

extra \ term} in the –poisoning:taste but none serious would happen]]. Waters stored in glass are valid virtually 

indefinitely if the cap is not re-sealed or damaged {the expiry_date [in_reality] is a “guarantee” by the producer of 

product freshness – a time where it stores the / quality / promised /// in _ALL food products [[in fact: it insures the 

product will sell/ & be consumed, in time which increases the+profits for the first}. 
9 You buy just 1 piece of the item you’re going to buy [[in bulk]] & test+ All of them 1 by one / with 5-7 minute breaks 

in_between. 

A
C

T
 N

O
W

! [0] Buy _ALL expiry8 date: 2016-12 – 2016-06 [[i.e. “old waters”]]. 

[1] Buy / some / glass-waters. 

[option: 1A] Additionally buy some 100% cold-pressed juices [[pasteurized & not]]. 

 

{test9 them _All: before the purchase} 
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I’ve secured _myself / before / 

 

& 

 

/ 

In essence: over 90 non-poisoned10 [verified 100%] 6l bottles [[plus glass-water!]]/ & about x100 

noodles [[now the stashes of food had been expanded significantly/ #1(Apocalypse)]]. 

  

                                                                        
10 They’re secured over many locations [[in_pictures are just shown some/ visit 

+xernt[directory]/3.3B_Agenda.anonymous_logs.pdf] for more]. 
11 I refer to it as `peace of the mind` which is an –enormous.advantage. 

L
E

A
R

N
 If you‘ve got –resources which keep you START.AHEAD/ 

 

You’re safe & basically11 “can die” and it’s _ALL about it {therefore you _always 

prepare:before/ any of such events-cataclysms happens {{i.e. fun}}}. 

/ 
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-Psychiatric.hospital place is my source of drinking water when my supplies end. Though, 3 km 

distant: I’m _required to be going there @ 06:00-06:30 {leave} MAX & 20:30-21:00 due to reason 

of missing All those who have placed/ seen me in the department 

and who might question me. I’m planning to carry there 2 bags 

& a backpack with empty 6l bottles12 {to conceal the purpose of 

visit} (where 10-15, 21 bottles would be left). The water itself has to 

be drank w/o touching the “neck” with my mouth (due to bacteria 

that grow on it & spoilage/ nasty smell of the bottle itself). I plan 

also to carry a 1.75l bottle from which I would drink directly {the 

water was never poisoned in [the-state-of-the-Art] hospital {now & 

in the past}: since they’ve got a separate13 [water] source and those 

neighboring flats have also shown no-indication of water poisoning 

{was in dentist for tooth removal during the time of the stay: there & 

water seriously had no-signs of tampering when I was ordered to 

wash my mouth}. 

-/ If you’ve got none such [free] water source or have no knowledge 

about it yet: you’re left with [[except for the waters found in the 

shop/ i.e.]]/ 

1. They’ve put up a “100% 

[pressed] apple-juice” in a [carton-

box!] which is a novelty in Poland 

since n0body buys [bought, 

like:never] so/ such expensive [the 

cost is –outstanding as 11.99 PLN 

{2.8 EUR/ for 3 liters of 100% apple-juice]: I’ve paid for [a single] 6l 

water: 1.79 PLN {0.42 EUR; see previous-pages}. 

You’ve got also 100% 

juices [[with NONE 

addition of the –poisoned-

water {that’s the point!}/ 

which are pasteurized 

{[ultra-fast] boiling juices/ 

i.e. pasteurization causes 

Vitamins {& more All-else/ 

read All about it in #3.1+ 

chapter of The. 

Luciferian.Doctrine.pdf} to be destroyed [[rendered useless 

for the body/ though present in the product]]. Therefore: If 

you’d suffer some vitamin-poisoning (which in overdose 

causes symptoms and [perhaps] leads to vomit {as in the 

case of foods}: _ALL you have to execute is to boil14 

those non-pasteurized juices to turn them into a ‘color’ 

[tasty] water {like it is done with the milk/ for instance}. 

{If there is X condition there _Always pops-up 

something to counter-act it i.e. there is _forever the 

solution to –any}. Though, because you’ve refused to –

prepare:before --- you’d be now paying extra {& as I say: A 

poor {due to being unprepared and/or lack of $} losses 

up to x10 times.} 

                                                                        
12 To get 18l/ 19 qt every 3 up to 4 days. 
13 Update 2017-03-17. I’ve took water from that [marked]:tap & I’ve got –severely poisoned. I presume it’s due to 

chemicals that were used to clean it [[since it acted like sprinkler]]. I would get there though in up to few+weeks and 

would take water from the [sink] tap near [[did it already & water was OK]]. I’d probably be in a _requirement to buy a 

food-grade rubber-pipe but I would get there {in the_end}. The –protocol for water-testing in such cases/ is _wait up to 

35 minutes after the initial-sip [[followed in 10-15 minutes with up to 1.5 “sip”]] {& observation/ #-1(Apocalypse)}. 
14 In a new [[never-used]]: pot (cookware)/ see #1.X(Apocalypse). 
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2. There are _also those waters in the glass/ 

Though they’re just 0.50 PLN {0.12 EUR/ as bottle is given-back}: they contain over 3,400mg of 

minerals/ per 1 liter {you get 

high by drinking them perhaps 

due to [natural] fluoride contents 

so they _must/ should.be: diluted 

or used as a safety for up to few a 

day}. 

I’ve also found those [other] 

0.33l glass-bottles but they were 

just few of them and they’ve cost 

1.49 PLN {0.35 EUR}. No-other 

[glass-bottles]] were present at 

my current location and the 2nd 

where they’ve might be some 

non-poisoned glass water is in a 

city 25km near so it _requires a 

car {trouble, so stick –

with.what.you’ve.got:currently!}. 

They should stay safe15 [[to the 

End/ i.e. end of 2016/ Jan 

2017]]). {They would stay-safe 

indefinitely! See 

#-1[Apocalypse]:footnotes for more on expiry_dates of glass[water]} 

 

 

[3:] There is _also a possibility of –buying 

those “experimental” waters which are quite 

expensive but which might play the/ 

13.99 & 19.99 PLN {3.27 & 4.67 EUR} for 5 

liters/ They’ve might be valid {non-tested, 

though} because they’re placed in {paper/ 

cardboard} cartons {which were never-

poisoned in the past}. 

- 

[4:/ ignore]. I’ve also once, being drunk --- in 

the water:poisoning period {few years ago} 

spoke with a guy who ‘bragged’ how much 

he’d earned in his job selling antibiotics to 

hospitals but when it came to water: lived in 

the city-center with no running water so 

they’ve took it from the  

–WELL: which is well-accessible in any time 

of the day & night with no-security AND 

they’ve used this water for drinking purposes 

{last-End.Times, option/ :more is _required 

but it leaves you with a possibility to find 

such --- in your.area [[All you have to 

execute is to buy some beers & ask for 

information –in.exchange]]}. 

/ You must keep this book: when you’re in a _requirement – to use the relevant information. 

                                                                        
15 & They’re unlikely to be –poisoned[ever] since while in the case of petrol-based products: _ALL you require is to 

just add some chemical [[on the bottom of the vial that is then “pumped” into shape]] or wash them in pesticide-

chemical soup to distribute Worldwide: glass is harder to be tampered with due to –control. 
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0.1.  FIRST 2 (3) FUNDAMENTALS OF SURVIVAL [YOUR_{NEW:}MINDSET] 

If there is 1 thing that could save you: it is the_Agenda/ #2 (a life purpose16 you’ve set for yourself). 

 

 

Though, it has never been revealed in the original book/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

END READING NOW. 

ESTABLISH YOUR_AGENDA/ #2 [[MOTIVATION]] FOR YOU TO SURVIVE 

{up to 1-1.5h _required to complete 

 

 You would get to it/ 100%/ as it’s The+Law (unseen, but effective that guides your life_experience). 

You’re forbidden to proceed – if you want must to survive [[till done. 

                                                                        
16 I’ve set for _myself first 100k [[which I’ve achieved in 3 months after a year of waiting/ to set Laws in motion]]. 

Then it progressed to $1B/ repaid {birth} –debt [in meantime]/ was able to set it to *$3.3B (as of 2014 money-

worth:value) and it rules :my_life {*as of _current_Agenda/ #2 for the time this book is written}. 
17 {your_life/ in_essence} / it sets Laws/ #2: in _motion --- allowing you to.survive & it’s perhaps 

THE+MOST+IMPORTANT thing to_execute and Live By It, forever {see #1.1xE+for more}. 
18 Later: ideas are \ pumped \ in your_mind for your+execution/ #2. 

E
X

E
C

U
T

E
_

N
O

W
 You _MUST {OBLIGATORILY!} Establish for_yourself a life+purpose/ #2: which would 

motivate you to survive through ^The Apocalypse17 

{View chapter #2 in The.Luciferian.Doctrine.pdf [free] book [[for_details]]/ see for 

example below footnote}. 

 > Agenda/ #2: is a / believable [for you!] / goal-aim-purpose [you] select for yourself where you 
start/ begin to act based on it {to get: to it/ achieve18 it --- in essence}/ for life. 

B
E

 If you have a [hard] choice/ 

 

Ask yourself [always]: What[/Does It] Advances my_Agenda/ #2? 

 

/// 

 

If confronted with any/ 

 

Always remind yourself with a “yell” in your head of phrase: ` Agenda! ` 

Which would bring your focus on the right track. 
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When you’ve established your_Agenda/ #2: 2nd next is [your_]{mind_}PROGRAMMING/ #0.1!@!!! 

 

It’s the last warning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

END READING NOW. 

DOWNLOAD FILES [[IN THE_PACKAGE]] & PUT IT NOW ON YOUR_EQUIPMENT/ 

i.e. your_EARPHONES [[to be used today night/ [..] {instructions in the original book 

7 minutes _required 

 

Execute now – if you’re _required to survive [[due to your_Agenda/ #2. 

  

S
T

A
R

T
 R

IG
H

T
 N

O
W

 

A
N

D
 A

P
P

L
Y

 You _MUST introduce mind_programming/ #0.1 {#1. Dantalion Jones - Delta Success 

Programming - Part 4 - CD04-11 - Psychopathology of Success & #2. Paul Mckenna - 

Positivity - CD02 - 07 - Attracting Wealth} [[patterns of success which keep your focus & 

make you [basically] … SUCCESSFUL [[in _ANY undertaking/ 

 > It keeps your FOCUS on the_Agenda/ #2 and The+MOST+IMPORTANT/ 

 

NONE is / possible / w/o it and Hypnosis is the+most+effective way to get it (begin now 

as it takes months to be embedded in your_brain and digital[electronic]_equipment is 

_required for the purpose [[_All would be / GONE / in matter of 7-9 months from now! 

/// - 
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The 3rd step to / persevere / in the _moments {_ANY psychological “issues”} like this is/ 

 

U
 Use UP+TO[!] 10x 15mg tablets [[150mg of / pure / DXM [[Dextrometorphan]] at once/ 

per month. Females 8 tablets MAX (optional but _required). 
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Last words/ 

  

A
C

T
 N

O
W

! 1. 
If you use any pharmaceuticals: you _MUST discontinue them / completely / because there 

would be :NO – possibility to take them “After The Fall”/ 

It specifically includes _All psychotropic:drugs (as for instance: benzodiazepines can’t be 
discontinued rapidly…). 

 > It’s your_problem/ #3.1 chapter provides All Human Health cracked in 100% (diabetes, 

cholesterol/ heart, etc.). 
 

2. 

If you’ve got unregulated membership to-the-army / or a category which makes you fit for the 
service: it’s in your_interest to change it via various means to any other [un-fit]:categories. 

 > I will ignore the service if I’d be [ever] drawn {disappear} / i.e. All that can be told. 
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SURVIVING THE-CHEMICAL-ATTACK:PERIOD [[BEFORE THE 

APOCALYPSE/ I.E. 2016-02 TILL 2016-11/ 2017-01]] 

Before you engage – you _MUST:plan [[to EVERY single/ smallest/ possible: details {variation/ of 

events}. 

 

1.01.  THINGS TO REMEMBER 

It’s _required from you to avoid as much –poisoning as possible. 

1. Therefore, because 

they drop gold-like 

[chemtrail] particles in 

hours 09:00-15:00 & 

21:00-03:00: you’re 

forced to work 

IN_BETWEEN those 

hours. 

If though you’re forced 

to perpetuate actions in 

those hours: -if [[on]] 

any sign [notice] on 

“needles” [[anything]] 

remotely ‘touching’ 

your lungs from the 

inside {a feeling like 

you’d breathed 

something/ “some particle(s)” [[All you have to be cautious about: is to –pay.attention]] --- step back & 

wait till it passes (particles drop to ground). 

 

2. Know & adapt/ 

                                                                        
19 Which you’d cut & use directly from the bottle. You can use a pail/ bucket or a baby:bathtub. 
20 You can –easily can get up to 1.5-2.5 months with no cleaning/ so you’ve got the time. 

K
N

O
W

 &
 A

D
A

P
T

! 1. 

You’re forbidden to use any tap-water [[for any purposes!]]. 

/ Which also includes –recent.bottled water/ #-1(Apocalypse). 

 

It means you resign [forever] from cleaning/ washing yourself .now [[it includes hands, washing 
& cleaning cookware, –Any house_cleaning, etc.]]. 

It’s 15 March & if you really _require to wash yourself: use [non-poisoned] bottled19 water [[see 
#-1(Apocalypse) chapter]] or just wait some time to get on a –secure.”lake” with an [old-bought] 

soap to wash20 yourself. 

You’re forbidden to wash _ANY clothes in this water nor any [[pack them/ those non-poisoned, 
.now to the bags [[#.x1(Apocalypse]] which you’d place high above the eyes in your 

safe[ty]_room. 

 
2. 

The windows in your_room & doors: have to be –ALL.time locked. You’re forbidden to 

[ever] let in anybody to your_place where you sleep & have got non-poisoned items for your 

safety. You’re _required to put a :lock on those doors if you live with anybody. 

/ 
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1.1.  SECURING FOOD FOR THE NEXT 9-11 MONTHS/ FOR AFTER THE 

FALL & PROTECTING YOUR_SPACE  

You must think & prepare [[in_time]] things to survive you’d _require. 

1.11.  (NON-POISONED) FOOD:SECURITY UP TO THE FALL 

@1st March 2016: water was poisoned Worldwide, so basically Every food-product made with the use of 

water like: [potato] chips, –cheddar is destined/ will be –poisoned, too. 

 

NOODLES (PASTA, RAMEN) is the –least.expensive food item available in my_area so, I’ve bough/ 

~250x 400g [[14.1oz]] packets of it. I’ve tested it before for its 

validity. I’ve bought _ALL: items in shops for up to 01-2019 

[[expiry_date]] {about x100 noodles for 0.99 PLN each {0.23 

EUR}}. 

It is important though to mention that [[in the same time]]: 

they’ve added new_series of the same product but with the 

expiry_date changed by –1 year & / when the water became 

poisoned / I’ve found that mother bought 2 pasta’s from 

that:series [[02-2018 C3AS]] for 0.99 PLN in that promotion 

(so technically the product couldn’t be poisoned from there in 

Jan 2016 when it was bought) and with the influx of funds: 

I’ve cleared –ALL 5 [network]shops with that pasta {pasta of 

those #series} [[as there was none [other] expiry.date-before 

[those] pasta’s & my[program]:mother provided me with 

details of the purchase which were congruent with what I’ve 

spot --- i.e. those pasta’s were released with new 

_expiry:date). 

- 

In the picture on left: you’ve got a (sample) of concealed stash 

[[of 30/40 pasta’s]] which I’ve spread over whole my_home. 

I’ve paid in overall about 300 PLN {69.91 EUR} for the food 

which would serve as my –safety.pillow21 i.e. consuming it would allow me to sustain _myself for those 

next 9-11 months before the Fall. 

 

  

                                                                        
21 If I would have no-other[safe] food for consumption in that period: I would _survive just by eating pasta everyday. 
22 1-time you pour water [[even a bit]] to a vessel: it's basically GONE / FOREVER --- You won't rather make it ever[!] 

cleaned out of the toxic-chemical {which is a direct evidence for the Ultimate(Last): poisoning before the Fall!}. 

- You're forced to buy new [[or use those who haven't been spoiled/ by tap.water]]. 

A
C

T
 If you aim to have a similar-plan in place: ask [the_manager] for those “old” pasta’s who 

were delivered to the Wholesale/ shop: by date 11-2015/ 01-206 (as those are [perhaps] 

safe). Buy 1 [[just one]]/ –pour a non-poisoned water [[#-1(Apocalypse)]] to a 22brand-new 

pot (cookware) and put it to a boiling point: then add the pasta (& check for “divergence” 

[[if any poisoning-symptoms appear/ #-1(Apocalypse):1st)]]. If they show no-signs of being 

–poisoned: you buy the whole cartons of that #series [[it’s time-sensitive! 

 

{You again pay, because you’ve refused to execute it before} 
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SELECTION OF FOODS-TO-BUY/ 

 CANNED BEANS, 

                   LENTILS, 

                    PEAS, 

                     CORN BEST BIO: as buying any other is like playing a Russian roulette/ 

particularly _dangerous in the times of –poisoning. 

 

 With CANNED [WILD!] FISH you _MUST 

be thoughtful because they’ve might be Radioactive. 

/ I’ve once entered a shop and found –

suspiciously:priced sardines. I mean: they’ve costed 

1.99 PLN {0.47 EUR} for a tiny-can but the 

usual.price was _always around 2.50 PLN {0.58 

EUR so it –immediately drawn my red 

light{attention}. I’ve bought 2- cans & ate them/ 

over an hour later I’ve became –poisoned [[feeling 

of / changed_[internal]:state / sleepiness & All.the-

other symptoms follow/ → you would.know if 

you’d only focus on your_internal:feelings23]]. 

 

 OLIVES [[those & –ANY other: You _MUST 

Find Expiry_Dates Which Are Up+To A Certain 

Point {Of Time; See The Next 

Page!} with non_poisoned 

water [[–USE plastic-cutlery for –ALL foods24 for this period]]. 

 

 ALL-NATURAL [RAW] BIO:PRODUCTS like seeds, grains, beans 

{they _MUST be –tested before & / in my_area / none of them were 

poisoned in the time of their packing/ like a –last.year season} [[-put 

each such food into a cold water for an hour [[discard the 

water]] & then wait 12 hours before its cook-time {with 

the exception of raw:buckwheat where the time is 20 

minutes for up to 45 min. MAX}/ then you.must MIN. 

cook each for 15 minutes at boiling-water:temperature 

until they’re soft & tender/ #3.1+ for full.table [[to those 

items included are [raw] nuts/ dried fruits& vegetables 

of the same-company/ TIME-SENSITIVE!}/ 

 

 ALL [OLDER25] GLASS-CANNED ITEMS [[LIKE CHERRIES, CABBAGE, BEETS, 

/& ALL THE OTHERS {–Include to this diet fresh raw foods which might be opened [[in 

gloves/ without risking poisoning / like: bananas, pomelo, [& those are only available in 

my_area]. 

}. 

I’VE BOUGHT A / SEPARATE26 / [[IT HAD ONLY LEFT] POT FOR COOKING PURPOSE 

OF –SOLELY:PASTA [[SEE PREVIOUS PAGE]]. It would be just used for cooking this 1-type 

item:food. {IF I’d be starting to to cook / raw_natural:BIO / products I’d be in a _requirement to buy… 

-/ As though to the question of / how much to eat [[in order to _survive]] /: it’s indicated by the  

[TRUE]:hunger you_experience (but NOT the 1 caused by false:empty stomach/ as there’s a true 

distinction). 

Lower calorie intake would significantly contribute to your_longevity.  

                                                                        
23 This –poisoning was however different to the 1 of Mercury [[“needless” to the –arms/legs {limbs} are experienced]]. 
24 Due to –poisoned.water: / EVERYTHING / that gets in touch with it: gets.poisoned [[forever]]. 
25 Released before the water-poisoning occurred [[~1st March 2016]]: Worldwide. 
26 I’ve bought it at[premium] @ a local shop where they / sell / 2nd:sort[quality] items which would be rejected in the 

West [[they carry little damages but none of them actually matter in the end {for the_purpose]]. 
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Expiry_dates before they’re valid [[safe to consume/ with –none of the poisoned water/ 

{To give_you some _example/ 

 CANS [BIO]. Up+to 2017-11-30 {in my_area}. 

 CANNED PEA [BIO]. Up+to 31.07.2018. 

 CANNED CORN [BIO]. Up+to 31.12.2017. 

 OLIVES. Up+to = 05.02.2018 [being_tested for the new:batch/ 13.03.2018 i.e. 

[for the ] HIGHER[EXPIRY]+DATE: YOU NEVER27 TAKE HIGHER_[EXPIRY]+DATE 

UNLESS IN SHOP THERE IS A LOWER 1. 

{You _MUST establish those for each food you buy [[after the water.poisoning!} 

{While testing new28 foods/ 

 

 

 

 

 

I’ve invested _ALL that I’ve had.  

                                                                        
27 IF FORCED[TO]/ [TEST:{NEW}[EXPIRY_]DATE]:PRODUCTS_ WITH A PLASTIC+CUTLERY!]/ 
28 In your _interest is to use only a very little_amount to assess your:body_reactions {you then wait up to 1-1.7 hours to 

know/ [clarification[skip]] in the –recent case of water where those foods were OK in !the_past} [[some foods taste –

distinctively on worse [on minus]: when they’re –poisoned with the recent water]]. 
29 Due to water being –poisoned: there would be [in_principle] / NONE / safe foods [from] –Now [1/17-03-2016 & 

beyond]. 

E
X

E
C

U
T

E
! IF you experience –poisoning+symptoms: vomit [[with non-poisoned water/ .as to be 

used, #3.29L/ 

{IMMEDIATELY: you pour :non-poisoned water into a cup and INSTANTANEOUSLY 

drink it AS+FAST+AS+POSSIBLE --- up to (min.6,)7-9 full.cups [[in a row/ 
force:yourself}. 

/ 

IM
P

- 

L
E

- 
M

E
N

T
! Buy {_ALL!29} safe_foods that you’d consume within those 2.5-3 years. 

 

| Never mix any foods/ #3.1: if you eat wheat – you eat only wheat [[up to the time when 

you’re hungry or the next day]]. Then you can –lonely eat another meal. 

\ | 
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1.14.  (NON-POISONED) FOOD:SECURITY AFTER THE FALL 

You _MUST: prepare yourself for the incoming --- to survive. 

 

In order for you to have a ‘food:security’ for The30+Next+Decade: you’d _require: 

- 1,9 tonne31 of Raw, Hard-Winter Wheat(berries) [[a {raw} cost of about 1,400 PLN {327 

EUR}]] 

All packed in a Heavy-duty[7mil] Mylar:bags. 

 

/ 

You’d probably had never eaten a whole-seed wheat. 

 

It has to be soaked in cold water [[7h soak &/ 45 minutes cooked: in a boiling water]]/ 

 

 

/ 

NOTE. This diet would work for everyone except for those with a blood type 0 [[High Protein: Meat 

Eaters]] as they _require: meat/ fish as the / staples / for their diets (inability to follow so would result in 

their poor health/ they would look weak & long term [..]/ #3.1+/ 

Though: such plan in work might actually work also in their case under the condition that they will 

substitute32 it with fresh prey [[human flesh of those [freshly:]dead might be used {it’s also meat}/ for 

instance]]. 

-/ First assemble_knowledge about the foods which you’d be packing /-  

                                                                        
30 As presented in #1.11(Apocalypse). 
31 It would ensure you’d get EVERYDAY for the-next-10-years time: a portion of 0.5kg cooked wheat [[1,500+ kcal]]/ 
32 You should buy/ Native American Pemmican (as a meat long-term storage food/ i.e. “JUST dried raw meat pounded 

JUST to fibers not powder and mixed with JUST fat to last the longest”). 
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FOODS FOR THE NEXT DECADE WITH INDEFINITE/ ~25 YEAR [SHELF-LIFE] 

- 

I’VE GOT SECURED [NON-POISONED]: 

    [0] WATER:SUPPLY/ #-1(Apocalypse) [[+∞ water:bottles]] 

    [1] FOOD FOR 9-11 MONTHS/ #1.1(Apocalypse) 

/ 

 

IF I’VE GOT SECURED #THOSE:First --- I [IN_ORDER_OF_IMPORTANCE] PURCHASE: 

 

 

#1ST RAW HARD-WINTER WHEAT [[BERRIES]] 

 

See previous [[I’ve bought 1,9 tonne of wheat… 
 

 7h soak [[in cold water/ 45 minutes cooked 

in boiling water!]] 
- 

 

-/ THIS: IS --- THE_MOST IMPORTANT FOOD TO 
STORE SINCE IT HAS AN –INDEFINITE LIFETIME 

& IT CONTAINS _ALL THE VITAMINS 

[[SPROUTS33!]] & MINERALS /- 

 

 
 

 

#2ND RAW WHITE RICE [[VALID ALSO TO 

RAW: WILD, ARBORIO, JASMINE & BASMATI 

RICE {USE THOSE SPARINGLY/ I.E. 70-90% 

RAW WHITE RICE}]] 

 

If you buy white rice: it _MUST be BIO (organic) as 

the majority of white+rice is GMO:poisoned/ #3.1: 

 

 Up to 25 years shelf-life. 

 8h soak/ 27 or 30 minutes cook [[in boiling 
water!]] 

 

- 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                        
33 Of BIO (Organic) Wheat only. 
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#3RD RAW [ALL] DRIED BEANS 

 

White, Kidney Red, Black, Adzuki, Mung [[Pinto, 

Borlotti & Other{beans!}]]: 

 

 Up to 25 years shelf-life. 

 12h soak/ 35-60 minutes (depends on the 
age of beans)/ cook for: 45 minutes. 

 

They _must be cooked in a boiling water for at least 
10minutes to remove the natural toxin 

[[Phytohaemagglutinin]] which causes  
–poisoning! 

- 

 

 
 

 

#4TH POWDERED MILK IN NITROGEN-

PACKED CANS {/ ALREADY_PACKED! /} 

 

If you buy milk: it’s best for it to be BIO (organic) as  

cows might be fed34 GMO’s / #3.1: 

 

 Up to 25 years/ to –indefinite shelf-life. 

 

 

/ If it starts to stink or turns-yellow: throw it away. 

 

- 

 

 
 

 

If you buy _ANY foods which are _NOT:organic --- you _MUST test them before {by buying them/ 

soaking in a non-poisoned water {#-1(Apocalypse)/ cooking in [new [fresh], but the+same] non-

poisoned water/ EAT them & look for “divergence” from the / normal / state --- if they’re poisoned 

you’d know it in the time of up to 5-5.5 hours35 after consumption. 

In the case of Non-BIO foods: they have to be additionally tested for the pesticide –residue [[you’d 

experience it when eating/ i… If there is possibility: it’s best to choose organic [[it has been explained 

why it’s worthy to pay for –organic/ in #3.1+ {Valuable foods as they’ve had to fight for survival 

against fungi, viruses, bacteria, parasites and because of it: they contain elements required to prevent 

diseases. /// They also never harm you gut flora which results in/ You Live, are happy.]]. 

                                                                        
34 Milk produced after ~1st March 2016 is [perhaps] poisoned due to –toxic tap water [[which cows would drink]] {has 

to be verified/ #-1(Apocalypse). 
35 _ALL beans have to be cooked in a boiling temperature for 10 minutes to reduce destroy.completely toxin naturally 

found in them/ #3.1+. {If –poisoned/ #3.29L/ 
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A note/ 

 
I’m BOUND by my_Agenda/ #2 [[it means that I perpetuate only those things/ & actions which…]]. 

{When you’re in The+Process/ #2, later} I’ve got a hot-line response of “Wait & prepare for the 

leave {which obviously includes –living for those / 9-11 months i.e. _required / to be…}” / 
 

I was hinted through some [paranormal, you’d say but there’s no-paranormal]: which gave me 

100% confirmation to my further+fate/ & / stacking_up / food –explained.below goes Beyond 
my_Agenda/ #2 which indicates that there might be –some [unknown] elements which might pop-up 

& with which: you may have to deal, by yourself {though: unlikely as it’s simple}. 
 

In essence: {The –brief.below might be incomplete because I’m prohibited by my_Agenda/ #2 

to stack+ food [for beyond The Fall/ i.e. this way] [[I’d be moved/ 

 

 

HOW TO PACK FOODS IN _MYLAR:BAGS {INSTRUCTIONS} 

{BASE+COST} 

1. You _require to buy: x150-x350[-x450](recommended:_minimum) Large Heavy Duty 

Mylar36 Bag - 48cm x 74cm (19 "x 29") [[7mil (178 microns) Thickness]] {5 Gallon / ~19 

Litre} 

 

 
 

A [base] cost of x150 (150 bags) is 2050 PLN {477 EUR}. 

Though recommended is buying x350[-x450] if you are after surviving a decade. 

 

 

2. You _must buy to them: [a matching_size of] 2,000cc Oxygen-Absorbers. 

 

 
 

A [base] cost of x150 (for 150 bags) is 655 PLN {153 EUR}. 

 

 

 

                                                                        
36 I’d buy some of these [[minimal_order]] in order to test them/ if they were NOT coated in pesticides/ #-

1(Apocalypse). 
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3. [OPTIONAL!] While buckets are _optional, because _mylar:bags would keep the food safe: 

they won’t protect against rodents, punctures [[of the bags]] which are easy to get nor 

any other damage to them. 

 

Any 6-Gallon/ 23-25 Litre buckets would be fine [[if 

no-chemicals were kept in them]] but the most 

prevalent are: 10x 6-Gallon Pail With Gama Air-Tight 

Lids AND 10x (min. 23 or) 25 Litre Plastic Buckets 

With Lids And Metal Handle, Hard Wearing Bucket. 

 

It’s recommended to have at least x10 of those pales 

[[close-tight, lid buckets]] as when you’d open a 

_mylar:bag with food: it has to be closed [tightly] 

after every use to _prevent any spoilage 

[[contamination of the food!]]/ & any 

mylar_bag(bucket) is equal to 1-month, 0.5kg/ a day 

ration. 

 

A cost of x10 is 327 PLN {76 EUR}. 

 

 

4. [OPTIONAL!] It’s _optional to put packets of moisture-absorbers into food [[at the 

bottom]] to prevent:spoilage {The last has to be dry}/ i.e. 100g Silica Desiccant Sachets. 

 

 
 

A 50-pack costs 436 PLN {101 EUR}. 

 

HOW TO BUY FOOD 

“I purchase organically grown whole wheat berries (Winter wheat) from a natural foods grocery store 

that sells in bulk. Whole Foods Market is a national chain that sells bulk foods but there are others 

including local sources. Rather than buying from the bulk department of the store, I place my order with 

the store manager and receive my wheat berries in 50 lb bags.” 

{foods that are meant to be stored long-term _MUST be [professionally] pre-cleaned to be 

pre_packaged} 
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HOW TO PACK FOOD [[FULL_PROTOCOL]] 

> Put iron to warm-up. 

1. You open the bucket. [[might.be-skipped]] 

 

2. You place a mylar:bag into it. 

 

3. You throw on the bottom a 100g Silica Desiccant Sachet. [[might.be-skipped]] 

 

4. You put the food in [[14-17kg/ ~30.9-37.5 lbs/ per bucket]]: up to the lid but leaving some 

space left to be able close it, tightly. 

YOU-EXECUTE-THE-SAME [points 1-4.] FOR x10 BUCKETS AT_ONCE! 

 

5. Now you open a x10-pack of Oxygen-Absorbers & [fast!] put 1 piece to each such bucket i.e. 

 

 
 

6. Now: fast/ [[You press the air_out as much as you can &] you_seal with a hot iron & a lever: 

 

 (you fast[!] seal each bucket &} 

 

{It has to be tightly 100% sealed} You put the mylar back into a bucket & seal the lid. 

DONE! /. NOW: Perpetuate it in 1-go for _ALL the food you’ve bought. 
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/ 

Let n0body to know about your:stashes [[including FFF {Family, Friends & Fools}/ 

  

                                                                        
37 As the rest has to be concealed somewhere where the access is hard/ i.e. take it very seriously since your_life 

depends upon it {your_success at picking those spots}. 
38 Some places where n0body would ever search {that’s the purpose!}. 

A
C

T
 N

O
W

! [0] Buy, [1] Pack, [2] Hide Your:foods i.e. 

 
When you’ve completed –packing _ALL [foods] in _mylar:bags --- you must dig {some, 

70%+}them 37somewhere, best in a coffins/ [[spread over _MANY: locations!]] {{put those 

mylar:bags to some coffin(s) [re-purposed [old] wardrobes/ i.e. can be made in the outer-side as 
looking such] {it would be best if you'd lived near the 38cemetery, but you can bury it 

anywhere}}}. 

/ 
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FOODS FOR THE NEXT DECADE WITH INDEFINITE/ ~25 YEAR [SHELF-LIFE] 

- 

I’VE GOT SECURED [NON-POISONED]: 

    [0] WATER:SUPPLY/ #-1(Apocalypse) [[+∞ water:bottles]] 

    [1] FOOD FOR 9-11 MONTHS/ #1.1(Apocalypse) 

/ 

 

IF I’VE GOT SECURED #THOSE:First --- I [IN_ORDER_OF_IMPORTANCE] PURCHASE 

{SWEETS:CATEGORY/ buy.some}: 

 

 

#1ST RAW PURE HONEY BIO 

 
It _MUST be BIO (organic) as the majority of honeys 

are pollen-GMO:contaminated & consumption of those 

honeys produces nasty –poisoning(effects39): 
 

 Indefinite shelf-life (never spoils). 

 
-/ 

 

 
 

 

#2ND MOLASSES 

 

It has an: 

 

 Indefinite shelf-life. 
 

- 

 

 
 

 

#3RD RAW CANE SUGAR [[WHITE, BROWN]] 

 
It has: 

 

 An indefinite shelf-life. 
 

Limit its consumption though. 

 
- 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                        
39 Which might last up to a month due to poison/ toxic.pollen being moved through the intestines/ i.e. to forever avoid. 
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#4TH 100% PURE MAPLE SYRUP [[IN GLASS 

BOTTLE!]] 

 

It has: 

 

 An 25 year+/ indefinite shelf-life [[if stored 

properly: best in a freezer/ or a cool, dark 

place]]. 

 

- 

 
 

 

#5TH [EXPENSIVE] PURE VANILLA EXTRACT 

 

It has an: 

 

 Indefinite shelf-life. 

 

- 

 

 
 

/  
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FOODS FOR THE NEXT DECADE WITH INDEFINITE/ ~25 YEAR [SHELF-LIFE] 

- 

I’VE GOT SECURED [NON-POISONED]: 

    [0] WATER:SUPPLY/ #-1(Apocalypse) [[+∞ water:bottles]] 

    [1] FOOD FOR 9-11 MONTHS/ #1.1(Apocalypse) 

/ 

 

IF I’VE GOT SECURED #THOSE:First --- I [IN_ORDER_OF_IMPORTANCE] PURCHASE 

{OTHER:CATEGORY/ buy.some}: 

 

 

#1ST 10% [PURE40] WHITE VINEGAR 

 
It has to be _checked41 before purchase in bulk or BIO-

variety taken: 

 
 Indefinite shelf-life. 

 

-/ 

 

 
 

 

#2ND SALT 

 

It’s a mineral & has a: 

 

 Indefinite shelf-life. 

 

Avoid though _ANY refined salt (as it takes out 

minerals from the body). Buy instead only Himalayan, 
Sea salts. You _require at least a 1kg/ per year so make 

a 10-15 yr supply. 

- 

 

 

 
 

 

#3RD ALCOHOL [[DISTILLED SPIRITS —

VODKA, RUM, WHISKEY, GIN, TEQUILA; 

VINE]] 

 

It has: 

 

 An indefinite shelf-life (it never spoils). 
 

{Anonymous_Author note: In a survival scenario: I 

would avoid at _ALL.cost consumption of any alcohol/ 
I’d refuse _Always also a `.free`:drink [[any.alcohol/ 

free or not/ 

- 
x 

 

 
 

                                                                        
40 With none of any other ingredients, added. 
41 As you can sometimes hit a GMO:based [–poisoned]:product. It has to be –preferably produced before 

water:poisoning of/ #-1(Apocalypse). /// Valid to #3rd [{recent} alcohols, also]. 
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1.17.  DEALING WITH [DESTRUCTION/ SABOTAGE 42] PROGRAMS {PEOPLE}  

You _MUST: be.prepared to be ruthless43 [cold/ no-emotion:driven] for those around --- to survive. 

The Highest+Danger make those whom are around your safe_zone44 [[close to you/ those you let in 

to your_life and those whom which you’re –FORCED to be with [for:the-time/ 

 

I’ve kept it hidden & never used it/ 

→ even if I was sent for the 2nd & 3rd row to a psychiatric_hospital by my[program]:mother in 

cooperation with her sister. 

I’d be being going now [[somewhere else, but on-the-road there {which would give me a perfect cover 

for the work]] to handle a professional who would put a lock in my room:doors [[with a drill/ {I’ve got 

parts already assembled}]]. 2nd April I was being invited to a marriage of [[my_]closest& only] “family” 

[[my brother of aunt {her sister, son}]] is taking a wedding and I {was like thinking about some excuse 

to/ I’ve thought about eating a butterfish to simulate constant diarrhea but} I’ve wanted to wash 

my_suit:paints in a {10% white, non-poisoned} vinegar [[to wash it after, next time with soda {baking, 

bicarbonate} to remove the pesticide vinegar-residue to make them able to use]] {method to clean {–

toxins/ not.to.the.end}/ pesticides}/ -All in-time when the water [in_tap] was still clear, but my_mother 

did a brawl because I would use too.much-water [[even if I wash myself/ 1-once a month or far more]] 

and threatened me with psychiatric_hospital. I’ve persevered, so she called an aunt [[her sister]] and 

she’d came next – she told me if I’d perpetuate this: they would send me back {to psychiatric_hospital} 

SO this_provides for me the perfect _OPPORTUNITY {I’m an… 

 

                                                                        
42 Is it to their ignorance/ lack of thought/ stupidity [[lack of listening &aligning to your_orders when it comes to:you]]. 

INTENTIONS never matter, but the –result.solely. 
43 You:achieve it by re-defining your belief system: in my_ I’m The+Most+Important & n0 one else matters [& unless 

they serve/ are _asset to my_Agenda/ #2]. In inverted-understanding: everyone [[including family, -ALL whom I know 

might perish today and I would never [even] blink an eye since I never care/ my-PRIMARY[sole!]:focus stays on 

perpetuation of my_Agenda/ #2 and I was able to succeed because I’ve forever used everyone else {for the price to 

which they’ve agreed}]]. 
44 Your base_of_operations/ #2.91(Apocalypse) {stay}. 
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The lock would be –put in the time when she leaves [[1.5 day is available]] & because I _already know 

she’d call the psychiatric_ / I’d show HER / [video:]surfacing / being.drunk [[slurry speech]] / with her 

[naked] with a haired pussy unable to escape from the bathtub / > WHICH is what #People {a 

cryptoalcoholic [she_being] worst Nightmare is to be/ have “reputation” of such}; / It .includes 51 files 

more [[I’ve got the whole library like she is writing every _my “jump” in a notebook with even such 

events like when I wash myself]]. 

| It by itself would be too.little to convince her of my_[intents] so an _Additional script would be shown 

& followed [with .brief walkthrough of it/ i.e. 

If I won’t reset the clock: the movie(s) of Her would go LIVE on the internet {which implies that if 

I’d be sent back to psychiatric_hospital due to / any / merit of her: she goes _public {her #WORST 

nightmare, btw.}. 

 

At the same time EVERYONE who might spread those movies [[for them to go viral which includes 

mails of the / worst / “chatters” whom she knows [!] and many of the Unknown to her addresses/ so 

she’s got basically a guarantee of becoming a celebrity [[ruining her “reputation”/ i.e. “WHAT THE 

PEOPLE WOULD TELL/ THINK :: SYNDROME]]. 

 

 

I also would tell her I’ve dug and redistributed #password-secured archives of her to various people [[in 

the past & present/ when she was _gone]] {if you :perpetuate such actions because you must: you’re 

_REQUIRED to “block _All of the ways-out” for the Y to…]]. 

 

ALL I _require from programs is the politics of non-interference [[ignorance of all my actions]]. 

-/ 

 

  

                                                                        
45 Update 2016-03-17: they were _already released [[source: unknown]] {though it might be previous-year leftover/  

–either.way with the poisoning of water [first_item}: take / :no_chances / and assess that more will +follow}. 
46 Keeping others away is 1 method to achieve this success. 
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 When the pesticides would be –released45/ #-1(Apocalypse) & 

everything coated: you’re bound to return to your room & put those 

used {perhaps: –toxic.already} clothes in a safe:spot. You _must track 

what you put & where/ best –is to never.put anything –poisoned 
{pesticide-coated or any} near your safe_place! I already grab 

everything through paper/ foil {newly-used: gloves} [[when the water 

was –poisoned/ You should also be thoughtful about :never-
contaminating46 yourself as it would spread like a wildfire [[you won’t 

know even why]] and just stay this way. 

 

Conceal [hide] {forever!} _ANY: items of your_survival so n0body 

could see them [[in your_home[room] and _Any other places!]. 

 

Your old books might be used as a resource (toilet paper/ for grabbing [poisoned] items). 
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1.7.  BUYING GEAR/ TOOLS/ EQUIPMENT {NECESSITIES} FOR SURVIVAL 

If you’ve got / already / those: save the money for food & be.prepared [[in_time]]: to survive. 

 

NECESSITIES OF SURVIVAL 

- 

I’VE GOT SECURED [NON-POISONED]: 

    [0] WATER:SUPPLY/ #-1(Apocalypse) [[+∞ water:bottles]] 

    [1] FOOD FOR 9-11 MONTHS/ #1.1(Apocalypse) 

    [1A] FOOD FOR THE NEXT DECADE47 {PACKED48 IN _MYLAR:BAGS!}/ #1.11X(Apocalypse) 

/ 

 

IF I’VE GOT SECURED #THOSE:First --- I [IN_ORDER_OF_IMPORTANCE] PURCHASE: 

 

 

#1ST HUGE[-AIRPORT] BAG 

 

ALL of the #1st importance is packed there: 

 

 3-4x of ALL/ The+Best (non-pesticide/ non-
toxin poisoned [[i.e. non-washed/ safe]]): 

clothes and underwear/ [[35x thin & 3x 

thick]] socks/ but also a pair of [extra] suit-
shoes {swimming-pants} (clothing). 

 

 I’ve also added [[due to reason of the 
journey/ #1.1X(Apocalypse)]]: Ozonator, 

MMS, Zapper, Enema bag (all packed in a 

black-bags). DVD’s with -The.Luciferian. 
Doctrine.pdf[book,www.foreverTheMostIm

portant.com-site.rip].plus+Extras & All-

other utilities (on a DVD tray). Nail-cutters, 
Flops, Toothpastes/ a brush, Hair+Trimmer 

will be packed when I’d leave. 

 
 I’ve put except trash-bags also a 

mini[compact]-bag & a mini-backpack 

there. 

 

 15m 0.5mm nylon[strength]-rope [military, 

Mil-tec] + 2m rope, reflective-vest, new-
gloves [[#1.17:picture]] & All the –

miscellaneous:rest has been packed & some 

of it: you’ve got –it.refernced below. 
 

 

 {For shaving I’d put electric+razor, but you 
_MUST be:prepared by buying best/ 

Gilette Proglide [Manual] Gold + 50 (best 

70) [Original!] Gilette Proglide blades [[a 
cost49 of ~410 PLN {95.5 EUR}]]}. 

- 

 

 

 
 

+ PLUS 

 
 

+ 

 
 

 

                                                                        
47 Which is also the-time for which you _prepare when packing everything [important] like [for_instance] tools for 

shaving, etc./ excluding –ALL.electric utilities. 
48 & Dug [[deeply hidden, concealed/ –secured i.e. protected from people/ rodents, elements, etc. 100%]]. 
49 A highly-expensive investment, but will suffice with 1 shave per 2-3 weeks and once every 3 months on head & 

penis/-area: for a decade. 
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#2ND HUGE HAND-BAG 

 

ALL of the #2nd importance is packed there: 

 

 3-4x of ALL (non-pesticide/ non-toxin 
poisoned [[i.e. non-washed/ safe]]): clothes 

and underwear/ socks/ but also a pair of 

[extra] suit-shoes (clothing). 
 

 Toilet paper, towel, [[a backup 1:1 copy of 

the DVD’s]] & more with come [[if the 
space allows for it {+2 & 1 here 5-day 

[sealed] burning grave[candle]-cartridges}]], 
etc. 

 

- 

 

 
 

 

#3RD HUGE BACKPACK 

 

It would be used to take foods with me & 

 

You should [_MUST] buy best: Chlorella BIO/ #3.7 & 

Bear, Wild Garlic BIO [[till they’re still available & 

begin to use them, immediately! 

 
-/ 

 
For hunting you’d also be in a _requirement to take 

with you: 

 
 (fish) Hooks [50-70 of various_sizes], line 

[strongest; 1-2 long reels], swivels, small 

weights & drift-nets. 
 

 (game) [50-70] Survival snare traps. 

 
-All to best used only After The Fall! 

 

- 
 

 

 
 

[[MILITARY ASSAULT BACKPACK: TYPHOON 

36L MIL-TEC/ 129 PLN {30 EUR}]] 

 

/ 

With fishing you’d be running several lines 
simultaneously: each tied with a baited hook {a live 

worm, maggot, bug} and best attached to a low-lying 

branch of a tree over a lake, stream or pond. You run 10 
worms on hooks, 10 crawling bugs and 10 flying bugs 

on 10 next hooks, etc. Vary height of those in the water: 

with 30-50 [baited] lines you’d catch eventually 
something/ be_prepared for a few hour wait, though. 

 

You might also use drift-nets which you’ve might set 
on a [[running]] stream or any other place. 

-/ 

 
You set up snare traps on a ‘highways’ the animals use: 

you –perpetuate so by making a loop for the size of the 

game which you aim to trap by / setting_it / up to the 
size of their neck or leg [[& placing in a place where 

it’s likely to be caught {think of it like you’d be 
speeding on a motorbike through a highway and 

somebody would set up a [steel] line hovering over the 

road at the level of your neck /– you [execute] the same 
but with a loop over neck/ animals_leg(s)}]]. You must 

then withdraw & check those places regularly. 
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#1ST TOOL. LEATHERMAN WAVE NEW 

 

It’s the Ultimate Survival Tool you’d _require to 

survive [[you pin to your belt]]. 

 
WAVE® TOOLS 

 

 Needlenose Pliers 
 Regular Pliers 

 Hard-Wire Cutters 

 Wire Cutters 
 Wire Stripper 

 420HC Knife 
 420HC Serrated Knife 

 Saw 

 Spring-Action Scissors 
 Ruler (8 In | 19 Cm) 

 Can Opener 

 Bottle Opener 
 Wood/Metal File 

 Diamond-Coated File 

 Large Bit Driver 
 Small Bit Driver 

 Medium Screwdriver 

 
-/ {NEVER[!] Give it {hand it} to _anyone!} -/ 

 

 
 

[[399 PLN {93 EUR}]] 
 

 
 

 

#2ND [MILITARY] GO PACK SURVIVAL KIT 

 

 A convenient belt pouch consisting of 2 clear 
compartments filled with essential survival 

components. Supplied in an accessible handy beige belt 

pouch. There is still ample room left to add some of 
your own supplies. 

 

 Knife/Blade 
 Candle 

 Button Compass 

 Foil Tray 
 Matches 

 Signal Mirror 

 Pencil 
 Safety Pins 

 Flint & Striker 

 Hacksaw blade 
 

 Purification Tablets 
 Snare Wire 

 Survival Instructions 

 Sewing Kit 
 Wire Saw 

 Whistle 

 Water Bag 
 Nylon Cord 

 Sleeping Bag 

 Accident Evaluation Form [[pinned to the 
belt]]. 

 

- 

 

 

 
 
[[BCB NATO GO PACK MILITARY SURVIVAL 

KIT/ 109 PLN {25.4 EUR}]] 
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#1ST EQUIPMENT. SLEEPING-BAG 

 

It’s the Ultimate Survival Equipment you’d _require to 

survive [[you pin to your bag]]. 

 
Temp. Optimal: 2.00 [°C]/ 35.6f 

Temp. Extreme: -14.00 [°C]/ 6.8f 

Weight: 1.2kg/ 2.65lbs 
Width: 205cm/ 6.72ft 

Compact Height & Width: 25cm X 20cm/ 9.84" X 

7.87" 

 

-  

 

 
 

[[EXTENSIBLE SLEEPING BAG FJORD NANSEN 

TOKK/ 239 PLN {55.7 EUR}]] 

 

 

#2ND [MILITARY] 3-PERSON TENT 

 
You _require a 3-people tent, because you’d be keeping 

inside your_baggage [[you carry it on the top of your 

[2nd] bag]]. 
 

 It's Completely Watertight (NOT Only 

Waterproof!) 

 Size: 210 x 210 cm/ 6.89 x 6.89 ft 

 Height: 130cm/ 4.27 ft 
 High Edge Floor: It Could Completely Stand 

In A Pool Of Water And Won't Let In Any 

 Vent In The Ceiling 
 With Mosquito Net & Two-Side Zip-Locks 

And Two-Side Locks 

 Weight: 2.3kg/ 5.07lbs 
 Compactness: 63x13cm/ 24.8”x5.11” 

 

- 

 

 

 
 

[[MILITARY 3-PERSON WATERTIGHT TENT 

IGLO MIL-TEC/ 159 PLN {37.1 EUR}]] 

 

 

#A. WEAPON [[MACHETE]] 

 

In the absence of gun-possession in most of the 

countries a simple yet effective tools will be _required 
{though, [demonstrating] an ability to use them is the 

most+important} [[tied to a belt]]. 

 

- 

 

 
 

[[51 PLN {11.9 EUR}]] 

 

 

#B. DXM [[PURE DEXTROMETORPHAN!]] 

 

Anti-depressant [[for mental toughness]]. 
View/ #0.1:3(Apocalypse) [[chapter]]. 

 

{tablets stay valid [long] after the expiry_date} 

 

-  

 

 
 

5-9X [[9 PLN {2.1 EUR}]] 
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#C. 20L WATER BAG 

 
It might be also used as a [field] shower. 

 

-/ {Never drink from it directly!} /- 

 
 

[[SWISS ARMY ORIGINAL 20L WATER BAG 
SILICONE-RUBBER COATED/ 55 PLN {12.8 

EUR}]] 

 

 

#D. BLACK PONCHO 

 

Avoid to use military-colored as you’ve might be took 

as a target and shot. Use a black-one, instead. 

> It has got multitude of uses. 
 

{An extra/ not-required MIL-TEC HAMMOCK 
[0.25kg/ 0.55lbs in weight] 40 PLN {9.38 EUR} might 

be added with it} 

 
-  

 

 
 

[[PONCHO MIL-TEC/ 75 PLN {17.5 EUR}]] 

 

 

#E. GOLD NECTACLE 

 

-/ 

 

 
 

[[89 PLN/ 20.7 EUR}]] 

 

 

#X-LEFT. 

CANDLES/ +GRAVE CANDLES 

[[CARTRIDGES]] 

 

 
 
(Cheap & Reliable Light Source) 

 

 

 

A NEW- [STAINLESS] 

CANTEEN KIT [[POTS, CUP & 

CUTLERY]] + A GRILL RACK 

 

 
 

    (For Fire) 

 

 

AN [ALL_]STEEL FIRE-

PROOF BOTTLE 

 

 
 

(To Boil Water In It/ In [Strict] 
Survival Scenario) 
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It will be to your-advantage if you’d buy _+ALL those tools. 

 

Take it seriously. 

 

  

A C T
 Those things which you won’t get/ purchase: you will never have [[with_you]]. 
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SURVIVING THROUGH THE APOCALYPSE [[I.E.  END OF 2016/ 2017-

01 –TO 2023-2025]] 

Before you engage – you _MUST:plan [[to EVERY single/ smallest/ possible: details {variation/ of 

events}. 

 

2.01.  WATER 

You survive with no_water for up to few days & you die with none of it {{but if you go beyond a day 

with no water: your _thinking seriously degrades, so [pure, non-poisoned] WATER is your:Highest 

priority50 over any other _requirements for survival/ of All-time). 

After The Fall: there would be no-shops/ #-1(Apocalypse) ability type-of-purchases maybe for 

except the –WELL “[#4]” mentioned [[most automatic pumps would [perhaps] cease to work due 

to lack of electricity]]. 

THE+WORST case scenario is you: having None [running] Water. The last is –poisoned in the majority 

streams and rivers [it contains pesticides, chemicals, animal-agriculture manure [[shit]], bacteria, viruses 

and –All: / nasty. Though: the worse is when it contains `hydrogen sulphide` [[in higher concentrations 

you’ve might sense a stench of ‘spoiled eggs’ but if you take it from the “source” of stream: it might 

carry no-smell or taste but the poison would still be there]]. Take a look at the table of sample 

–poisoning:symptoms/ 

POISON SYMPTOMS [[CONSEQUENCES]] 

 

Lentils [[{ALL:not-

BIO/ in.reality]] 

 

After ~5 hours from consumption something in your_intestines cracks open & you 

experience pain[heartburn] –poisoning {due to GMO:lentils). 

 

Lately [–recently]  

–poisoned water 

[[which includes also 

_ALL foods made 

with the use of this 

water & _ALL 

vessels who came in 

contact with it). 

 

Feeling of being unwell [[with experience of pain/ brain-[toxin]:destruction]] & also 
"changed mental state"/ 

 

Hydrogen Sulphide 

(present in 
[“natural51”] water) 

[low-doses] dryness of mouth, [[unprofessionally told: "something" in head {is 

happening} i.e.: “noise”, “tampering” and might result in pain [poisoning]}]] 

[higher-doses] difficulty to breathe [[you SUFFOCATE]] {as the prime-example/ you'd 

be focused on} & a -sizable [lasting] headache {by toxin-caused: brain-damage 
/destruction} 

{high-dose} death {asphyxiation?} 

 

-/ 

  

                                                                        
50 View/ #-1(Apocalypse) for details how to _prepare:yourself. 
51 The 1 you might take from a “source” of stream/ for instance. 
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Therefore if you pick those locations to survive: it’d be best if they were near a 1-st52 grade:class of 

purity-lakes/ i.e. for drinking:purposes {best Huge, with an abundance of wildlife –set in an 

environment with no farm fields, far from any agriculture; in a secluded area/ where n0body gets to 

[with a constant water flow]}. 

 

-/ 

Location with an underground [best: very deep] running water source fit with manual:pump/ checked for 

the quality[purity] of water {including –pesticide/ -toxic chemicals present [[which get to the water from 

the above and flow with it]]/ inc. hydrogen sulphide [contents], etc.}: would also make a –perfect {if 

only fully_stacked/ #1.14(Apocalypse) & 100% protected} place to stay. 

 

Water is of #NO1:Importance, forever. 

Never eat when you have no [pure-]running water. 

 

/// 

The location you pick has to be –INLAND and avoid 

[best] places as: US, Russia & China territory53 as 

~2018 year there would be an –

ENORMOUS:Earthquake which would cause/ 

MASSIVE → 

  

                                                                        
52 Governments usually publish such information on their internet [statistics] websites. 
53 Images with player on the bottom of each refer to a movie: HELIOFANT._.I,.pet.goat.II. 

Y
O

U
 If you aim to pick the location for survival: it has to be near a [safe]: water_source. 

 

-Any water that you drink from lake/ or any other source: _MUST be brought up to 

a boiling point and left [[cooking]] for the next few minutes. 
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2.1.  EDIBLE PLANTS 

You must know & be.prepared [[in_time]]: to survive. 

 

EDIBLE PLANTS 

- 

[[SAFETY-MEASURES: 

–ALWAYS BEGIN WITH THE / SMALLEST / POSSIBLE DOSE OF THE NEW-PLANT/ SUBSTANCE/ 

FOOD YOU’RE CONSUMING54 AND AFTER 24H: YOU’RE ABLE TO INCREASE IT TO MORE {it’s 

valid to [single] parts of the plant i.e. yellow tops in case of dandelion}/ 

/ IF CONFRONTED WITH PROBLEMS WHICH –OUTWEIGH your_potential TO WITHSTAND THEM 

[[LIKE ANTIBACTERIAL WORK IN CASE OF LYME_DISEASE/ #3.95B]]: VOMIT/ #3.29L/ 

 

 

#1. DANDELION 

 

ALL-parts of the plant are edible: tops (yellow flowers 

due to their anti-microbial effects must be consumed in 
moderation in those who for instance suffer on 

Lyme_Disease/ #3.95B), leaves --- can be eaten raw. 

Root has to be [[peeled or cleaned]] and cooked. 
 

It’s distinct & won’t be mistaken with any other plant. 

 
- 

{non-tested: leaves, root} 

 

 
 

 

#2. [STINGING] NETTLE 

 

It has to be cooked in a boiling water [[parts above the 

ground]]. 

 
You recognize it by its distinctive look & it stings [[it 

also occurs in groups]]. 

 
- 

{non-tested} 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                        
54 Protocol is in/ #3.29A. 
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#3. PLANTAIN 

 

Young leaves can be eaten raw. Though older leaves 

can also be eaten raw: it’s better to cook them. 
Seeds might also be eaten raw or cooked. 

 

- 
{non-tested} 

 

 
 

 

#4. CATTAIL 

 

You dig the root [[which looks like giant insect-legs]]: 
you peel it & it has to be cooked. 

 

It looks like a hot-dog on a stick {to_recognize}. 
 

- 

{non-tested} 

 

 
 

 

#5[BONUS]. MOUNTAIN-ASH 

 

Raw fruits are toxic but after a frost or being blanched/ 
i.e. soaked/ cooked in a boiling water they’re edible. 

 

- 
{non-tested with raw [[bought in a shop/ & eaten]]} 

 

 
 

 

It will be to your-advantage if you’d test those foods. 

 

Take it seriously. 

 

  

A C T
 If you gather such foods: make you n0body sees it as he’d might take what’s yours. 
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2.9.  EXTRAS 

This information might be useful in relevant-times. 

2.91.  SURVIVAL _REQUIREMENTS: PYRAMID[OF_NECESSITIES]  

Follow it [[0:importance is The+MOST+Important/ & then it progresses further {i.e. unless you’ve got 

–secured what’s 55below: you never progress!}/ 

 

/ 

  

                                                                        
55 Getting from the bottom, up. 
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You _/ thinking /_ should be as follows [[you must establish your_Agenda/ #2: 

 

| Never care about the rest. 

/ 
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2.93.  RULES OF GROUP-ACCEPTANCE [[WHO YOU ’D ACCEPT TO 

YOUR_REALITY[TRIBE]/  ETC.]] {BY THE ANONYMOUS_AUTHOR}/  

I Accept only those who contribute to the advancement of my_Agenda/ #2 (currently from 3 years in a 

row there is n0body}: 

- Family {Any} is immediately rejected {All of them are of n0-use/ All my.enemies}. 

- Every1 with a tattoo {any tattoo/ i.e. a dot is accepted at most} is rejected {indicated a mind-

programming/ #0.1 flaw being also a sign of low_morality/ #1.1+ in past & future so refuse, 

immediately /// if words fail: use [..]}. 

- Anyone with past or present [[but also future/ i.e. advanced]]: grudge is [immediately!]: 

rejected {they will work to conspire & undermine you}. 

- In general females [[in any groups/ besides raising babies and collecting berries]] are worth 

Z-E-R-O. Any female which is NON[confirmed]-virgin has a negative value [[independent 

of beauty/ All the others]] {they stick with the leaders of the group & basically [commonly] 

sow disrupt and intrigue}. 

 

For WHO to look: it basically never matters who-he-is unless he thinks in a way similar to you 

i.e. to the_Agenda/ #2: 

- If they hesitate/ -to.kill in order to protect what’s theirs [yours/ group] [[but with a sense of 

morality/ ^& LOYALTY to the group]]: they’re of little none use {You never invest in 

losers}. 

- If they argue but with no-[other/ better.plan] just for the sake of [ego/ their animal – within/ 

nature/+ question leadership [+ might sow distrust / “whims” / -> are generally: imperfect & 

fail to improve [[over & over as time-to-time it might happen {i.e. fail to take medicine when 

offered like DXM/ #0.1:THIS}: let them go {with_bags} after [several] warnings. 

- In essence: you accept solely those who are of significant VALUE to the_Agenda/ #2 {& 

it’s All about it}. 

 

Keep it fun. 
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X. ENDING 

You may think: you’ve got _ALL that it takes to –survive, but/ 

 

 

Even The+Best resources of knowledge/ equipment are equal to Z-E-R-O 

– if you have no balls [[appropriate brain_programming]]/ #0.1/ no_Agenda/ #2 

& you refuse to think [[& ACT based on it]]. 

 / You'd also fail miserably if you look at others to make the thinking/ for.you. 

   ./ All to the extent of –possibility has been done in this book so: 

 

As they say in chemtrails language/ 

 

 

Prepare or die.
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 When you’ve Applied –Everything contained in this book/ 

 

- You must go out & test [improve on] your skills {igniting & making a fire, 

[paper] map orientation & many more} i.e. TESTING _EVERYTHING 

–IN PRACTICE [[SO YOU’RE 100% SURE! 

 

- & perhaps [start-to-use] The+Most+Important+Technique [works solely if 

I’ve got your pineal_gland/ #3.1+ unlocked: --- rehearsing[over-and-

over]:everything in the mind so you’d program:yourself to execute 

everything Immediately [[with no thinking/ when the time-arises]]. 
/ 
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X. EXTRAS 

X1. HOW+TO ACQUIRE [PURE] WATER IN SPRING– [[to Winter/ 

1. You find a tree: 

A) MAPLE TREE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(or its variation) [[The sap flows from as early as January to as late as May dependent upon location/ but 

usually it’s a ~month time of window]] AND/ OR 

B) BIRCH TREE 

     

You identify those by its characteristic [[white with black-stripes) bark [[sap available is beginning of 

March where the temperature is 8-10 °C/ 46.4-50F (for few days) and up+to 18-20 days before the tree 

would release its buds).  
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2.  You make a [shallow] puncture: 

 

The sap should start to soak (in some cases it might take up to few minutes!). 

 

3. You connect a tube: 

     

Either: inch copper pipes might be used, but also things like a piece of bended metal sheet, metal pens 

and others which serve the purpose {which you attach to the tree to collect the sap into a vessel}. In the 

case of lack of any: you puncture a hole with the top side of your knife & attach a wooden-peeled stick. 

 

4. You place a [best: 4-5 litre] pot/ plastic 

[[non-poisoned]] water bottle under the 

funnel for the water to be collected. 

In few hours you can collect at min. 3 liters 

of water from a [single] tree {make sure to 

cover those bottles [from_others] with a 

bark}. 

[Walnut trees also produce [consumable] 

sap like many others] 

- 

 {non-tested, yet}  
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X1A. HOW+TO MAKE A CONTAINER 

1. Cut the birch bark as shown in the below image. 

 

 

2. Punch it [with other wood] from all the sides to –peel(take) it off. 

 

 

3. Cut now an equivalent for the bottom of the container & peel it to –make.fit & wha la! 

 

 {non-tested}  
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PRINT THIS DOCUMENT/ ^& the original i.e. The.Luciferian.Doctrine.pdf:  

 > RIGHT NOW. 

/ AS IT WOULD BE LOST ONE TIME, FOREVER. 

 

/ 

The Process/ #256 works, but you have to maintain all-time: positive dominating thoughts of the 

purpose – goal, mixed with the strongest desires and the most intense feelings. Therefore it means 

that sum of your thoughts must contain at least 50%57 thoughts of purpose, forever. 

-/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eliminate those who never_contribute to your_Agenda/ #2. 

 

                                                                        
56 The Law of Hypnotic Rhythm/ The Law of Compensation or simply a part of the Karma mechanism/ #1.2. 
57 You have to be immersed in the reality of abundance, spoils of success and life after receiving your prize. 
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Imagine only a _requirement to read and implement knowledge from 
only ONE short 47-pages text map: in order to survive this 2016 – 
2025 period. Will you _refuse to act NOW[!] like _ALL the rest? 

You’re currently have it/ & have All-what-it-takes to :survive & thrive 
in this period [[including the things/ resources you can complement, 
right now!/. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can survive through The Apocalypse but you _must prepare by 
taking those few [simple] steps... 

It’s your life/ it’s your choice. 


